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INNOVATIVE SUN
AND WEATHER PROTECTION
SINCE 1964

FOUNDED IN 1964
What started 50 years ago with considerable courage in an old cider
cellar has today become a leading, global manufacturer of sun and
weather protection solutions with production facilities in Switzerland.
QUALITY & SAFETY
The Gremaud family guarantees you durable, tailored products in
uncompromising quality. We achieve this through the consistent use
of high-quality materials, modern and environmentally sustainable
production processes as well as continuous safety inspections.
FUNCTIONALITY & TECHNOLOGY
Our many years of experience and close cooperation with specialists, architects, planners and dealers enable us to develop innovative
products that meet the highest demands. – Yesterday, today and
tomorrow.
AESTHETICS & DESIGN
Emotions turn our daily routine into an adventure. The influence of
colours and forms play a central role in this. Therefore, STOBAG
awnings are customised for you.
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PERGOLA & PAVILLON

Enjoy life outdoors in sunshine or rain: STOBAG terrace
awnings and pavilions provide extra space in the open air.

THE SPACIOUS SOLUTION

PERGOLA/TERRACE AWNINGS
Terrace awnings offer a lot of benefits for fresh air enthusiasts. Frontal support makes the systems very stable. With
sufficient incline and fitted with a waterproof cover they not only provide shade but are also ideal for use in the rain.
There are a number of product solutions to choose from depending on the particular application, desired dimensions
and aesthetic appeal. Pergola awnings, for example, give your terrace a mediterranean feel. Terrace awnings, which
combine horizontal and vertical shading in one system, are also available. See page 6
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THE MODERN

PAVILIONS
The multi-purpose terrace pavilions from STOBAG offer not only protection from heat, UV radiation and rain, but also
create a very special peaceful place for relaxation immersed in nature or on the terrace.
The different installation versions, as a free-standing pavilion or fixed to an outer wall, allow your preferences to be
perfectly matched to your circumstances. The Softtop variant with polyester fabric in a folded look creates a mediterranean ambience, while the Hardtop variant with lamellas offers a modern design. See page 8
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THE SPACIOUS SOLUTION 

PERGOLA/TERRACE AWNINGS

PERGOLINO | RIVERA

Make your terrace into a very private holiday haven! With a pergola or
terrace awning from STOBAG you are not only protected from dama
ging UV radiation, the sun’s heat and rain, you can also add a Mediterranean flair to your terrace – ideal for relaxation and enjoyment!
The horizontal shading provides optimal protection and, depending on
design, is also available in a folded look. With perpendicular shading
you are perfectly protected from the sun, wind and prying eyes.
Optional side and front glazing, which protects you from wind and
rain without dimming the view, is also available, so you can enjoy your
terrace even in poor weather.
The corrosion-resistant aluminium construction ensures rigidity and a
motor installed as standard for ease of handling.

I.S.L.A. FLOOR SYSTEM
The self-supporting floor system with
weather-resistant aluminium deck boards
in imitation deck board wood can be optionally extended as a floor.

RAIN RUN-OFF
Thanks to the integrated rain run-off and
the use of the dirt-repellent polyester
fabric RESISTANT (fire protection class B1),
the system can also be used without
worries when it is raining.

CONSTANT FABRIC TENSIONING
Integrated gas-filled cylinders ensure the
cover remains taut in any position.

PERGOLINO | RIVERA

RIVERA

PERGOLINO
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COUPLED SYSTEMS
Large shading systems with up to 23´
projection and only two frontal supports can
be coupled as often as required.

PAVILIONS ON THE FACADE
Free-standing pavilions, whether with
folding awning or lamella roof, can also be
fastened to the facade. See page 8

RIVERA

PERGOLINO | RIVERA
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THE MODERN  

PAVILIONS

IMPRESSIONS

MELANO TP7100 Softtop

BAVONA TP6100 Softtop
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BAVONA TP6500 Hardtop

BAVONA TP6500 Hardtop
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THE MODERN 

PAVILIONS

BAVONA | MELANO

Elegant terrace pavilion with modular roof system and convenient expansion options. From spring to autumn, the new Outdoor Living Pavilion creates a natural
living space on the terrace or in the garden.
Relax in the fresh air and enjoy the comfort of reliable sun and weather protection
and experience the interplay of light and shade. The design of the free-standing
pavilion impresses through its cubic design style and the elegantly integrated
technology. The pavilions are available with rotating aluminium lamellas (Hardtop)
or as a robust folding awning (Softtop). Each STOBAG pavilion is tailor-made, can
be colour-matched to your individual requirements and equipped with various
options.
Thanks to numerous mounting variants and various convenience options, such
as sliding glazed glass panels, side shading or aluminium floor system, the uses
of the pavilions are virtually limitless.

MEDITERRANEAN
The roof system variants with integrated
folding awning made from polyester fabric
have compact dimensions and provide
high stability in wind thanks to the STOBAG
patented scissor technology.

BIO-CLIMATIC EFFECT
The roof system variants with inclining
weather-resistant aluminium lamellas permit
natural air circulation.

MAXIMUM INTEGRATION
The optional perpendicular awnings and
water channels are integrated in the existing
construction.

BAVONA | MELANO Softtop

BAVONA Hardtop

MELANO Softtop
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CLASS
BEAUFORT 7

I.S.L.A. FLOOR SYSTEM
The self-supporting floor system with
weather-resistant aluminium deck boards in
imitation wood can be optionally extended
as a floor.

ASSEMBLY VARIANTS
Free-standing or mounted on an outside
wall enables the pavilions to be perfectly
matched to existing structures.

BAVONA | MELANO Softop

BAVONA | MELANO Softtop
www.stobag.com |
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STOBAG

FRAME COLOURS | COVER DESIGNS | AUTOMATIONS AND CONTROLS

AWNING ACCESSORIES & OPTIONS

More individuality and convenience with additional options.

INSPIRATION & HARMONY

COLOURS & EMOTIONS

COMFORT & AMBIENCE

FRAME COLOURS

COVER DESIGNS

AUTOMATIONS AND
CONTROLS

STOBAG profiles and frame components are
powder-coated to ensure you can enjoy your
sun and weather protection systems in the
years ahead as much as on the day they arrived. This environmentally-friendly process
offers effective protection for the structure
against environmental and weather factors.
The maximum possible degree of colour uniformity in an endless array is guaranteed by
the highest quality standards.

By choosing a fabric from the STOBAG Collection from European quality weaving mills,
you have opted for a top quality high-tech
textile product. Let yourself be inspired and
enticed by our extensive colour range and
the special characteristics of our UV tested
acrylic fabrics.

10 Classic and hundreds of Rainbow colours
(RAL and NCS) offers a choice to fulfil every
wish

The actually trend leads to modern are
finely structured colours.
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BRILLIANT | UNI | BLOCK | FANTASY
Blindingly brilliant. The high-tech Lumera
CBA fibres in the Brilliant range have been
even more closely weaved together and
thanks to a flatter surface instantly offer
more benefits. Compared to conventional
Classic acrylic fabrics, the fabrics from our
Brilliant range are proven to be particularly
dirt and water resistant. STOBAG Plus:
Bright and intensive colours bringing you a
unique brilliance.

Brilliant high-tech fabrics for more
«joy of colour».

We offer you exactly the comfort that you
want from your individual awning system,
with simple sun, wind and rain sensors creating a natural environmentally controlled air
conditioning system. Whether you extend an
awning via remote control or want to control the façade and conservatory shading by
smartphone: Our reliable automatic systems
master any situation

Further information is available at
www.stobag.com



TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Max. post height

Wall fixing

Top fixing

Free-standing installation

I.S.L.A. Floor system

Horizontal shading

Folding awning (Softtop)

Aluminium lamellas
(Hardtop)

Supports adjustable laterally

Supports can be offset
rearwards

Side shade

Side glazing

Coupling of systems

Integrated water run-off
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Max. width

Max. projection

Individual options – for even more comfort.

PERGOLINO

P3500

1

23´ 0˝

RIVERA

P5000

2

16´ 5˝

23´ 0˝

16´ 5˝
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PAVILLONS
TP6100
Softtop

BAVONA

NEW

TP6500
Hardtop
TP7100
Softtop

MELANO
• STANDARD

+ OPTIONAL

− NOT POSSIBLE

3

ALL DIMENSIONS IN FEET

SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTIFICATION

1 From 18´ 1˝ with 3 guide rails
2 From 16´ 5˝ coupled

Restriction of dimensions possible.

3 From 13´ 1˝ coupled
4 From 9´ 10˝ with corner reinforcement

*T he wind resistances can vary depending on product and version.
Specific details in the product flyer.

* 	
CLASS 4
BEAUFORT 7
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ENJOY THE TERRACE –
IN ANY WEATHER

INDIVIDUAL SUN AND WEATHER PROTECTION
FOR YOUR PERSONAL OASIS OF WELL-BEING.

BALCONY & TERRACE

WINDOW & FACADE

SUN & WEATHER PROTECTION

SUN AND WEATHER PROTECTION

SUN & WEATHER PROTECTION

VERTICAL AWNINGS | VERTICAL AWNINGS WITH SIR SYSTEM | DROP ARM AND WINDOW AWNINGS | SECURITY SHUTTERS

OPEN AWNINGS | SEMI-CASSETTE AWNINGS | BOX AWNINGS | GLASS CANOPY SYSTEM | SIDE SHADINGS

CONSERVATORY SHADING | ATRIUM SHADING

www.stobag.com

www.stobag.com

www.stobag.com

PERGOLA & PAVILLON

FLOOR & OPEN SPACES

SNA – Art.# 258348 – 2017-06 – © STOBAG – Subject to change without prior notification. Depending on the country or region, the technical details, scope of
delivery, terms of guarantee, design and availability may differ from the specifi cations contained in this document.

CONSERVATORY & ATRIUM

SUN & WEATHER PROTECTION

SUN & WEATHER PROTECTION

FLOOR SYSTEM | MOBILE AWNINGS

PERGOLA / TERRACE AWNINGS | PAVILIONS
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Download our brochures at www.stobag.com
YOUR STOBAG SPECIALIST DEALER WILL BE HAPPY TO ADVISE YOU!

STOBAG AG
Verkaufsstelle
Deutschschweiz / Deutschland
Pilatusring 1
5630 Muri
Switzerland
STOBAG SA
Point de vente
Suisse Romande / France
En Budron H / 18
1052 Le Mont-sur-Lausanne
Switzerland
STOBAG Österreich GmbH
Radlberger Hauptstrasse 100
3105 St. Pölten-Unterradlberg
Austria
STOBAG Italia S.r.l.
Largo Perlar n. 12
37035 Verona
Italy
STOBAG Benelux B.V.
Flevolaan 7, 1382 JX Weesp
Postbus 5253, 1380 GG Weesp
The Netherlands
STOBAG do Brasil Ltda.
Rua Rafael Puchetti, 1.110
83020-330 São José dos
Pinhais - PR
Brasil
STOBAG North America Corp.
1445 Norjohn Ct
Burlington, ON L7L 0E6
Canada

